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For me, Stanway Rovers and the Hawthorns ground are always a bogey side and bogey
ground to play against and visit - we played Rovers three times last season 16/17 and lost all
three, twice the previous season, 15/16, won one lost one and the same in 14/15. So it was
particularly satisfying on Tuesday night to travel home with a win under our belts, and three
points. In the end the 3-1 win was convincing, certainly looks convincing on paper, but in
reality, it was far harder work than the scoreline suggests.



Taylor Hastings, who signed for
the Seasiders a couple of weeks
ago, made his full debut after
coming on as a second half sub in
Saturday’s win over Stowmarket.
He replaced the absent club
captain Rhys Barber, but that was
the only change in the starting line-
up, although the influential Josh
Kerridge was on the bench for this
game, having missed Saturday’s
match.

It was a much changed Stanway side with the accent on youth, as manager Karl Duguid and
his assistant Kemi Izzatt look to build a strong squad to challenge for honours, perhaps not
this season, but in seasons to come. Having said that, Izzatt was named in the starting XI
which perhaps raised the average age level a little.

The Hawthorns pitch looked in good nick and the evening sun just slipped behind the trees
before kick-off, so no squinting from the stands to see the action.

The game started at a good pace
with some neat interplay from the
Seasiders which forced a corner in
the opening 3 minutes and forced
Andrew Plummer into his first save
to deny Scott Chaplin. Stanway’s
Jamie Guy tried his luck at the
other end but there was no power
in his effort and Crump collected
comfortably.

The opening goal came with ten
minutes on the clock, starting with

a stinging drive from Scott Chaplin that had Plummer beaten, but as he turned to celebrate
the ball smashed against the foot of the ‘keepers right hand post and away to what should
have been safety, but instead fell to Miles Powell, who volleyed the ball past a static Andy
Plummer and inside the post.

Oddly, the Seasiders, instead of carrying on playing in the same vein, changed their tactics
to a long ball game which allowed the home side a greater share of the possession, and for
20 minutes they had the better of the exchanges without seriously testing the visitors’
defence. Bannister got in a dangerous cross but there was no-one in the middle, & Guy won
several headers but had no-one in front of him to pick up the loose ball.



There were a few unsavoury
challenges going in, but a
particularly lenient referee allowed
several to go unpunished, but
neither keeper was unduly troubled
before the half time whistle, the
nearest either came was from free
kicks with Izzatt high, wide and
handsome at one end and a Dan
Davis effort receiving similar aerial
space at the other end.    

The hosts were level a minute into
the second period, after the Seasiders had conceded an unnecessary corner which was
curled into the far post, where the Rovers captain Adam Reakes was placed to head the ball
down past Crump from a couple of yards out. The goal shook the Seasiders, who had looked
comfortable with their narrow lead and the home side were having the lion’s share of the
play, although it was Felixstowe’s Nick Ingram who went closest with an effort Plummer
tipped over the bar for a corner.

If there was any doubt where the points were going, they were dispelled just after the hour,
when Stanway’s Lewis Hewitt was shown a straight red card after a clash with Ainsley,
leading to a melee near the dugouts that ended with Bannister’s dismissal and yellow cards
for Davis and Ainsley.

It looked as though the goal was
going to come as the visitors’
share of possession grew, and the
pressure began to tell on the home
defence, compounded nine
minutes after the red card by Izzatt
picking up a second yellow, to
reduce the home side to nine men.

Stanway were having trouble
containing both Francis and Powell
and in the 79  minute Francis cut
in from the right and curled a

superb effort around the defender and inside the post, with the outstretched Plummer unable
to get his fingers on the ball. It took the sting out of the home side and four minutes later
Francis turned provider, picking out Powell who headed firmly past Plummer to make it 3-1.

Both sides used their quota of substitutes before the referee brought the game to an end,
and there was no doubt the Seasiders were deserved winners, but to Stanway’s credit they
battled it out until that second goal went in, and had they kept eleven men on the pitch it
might have been a different outcome.
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Tweet

With joint manager Ian Watson
away on business, I spoke to Kevin
O’Donnell after the game who said,
“We managed the game very well,
it was good to take the lead,
something we had spoken about
before the game. When they went
down to 10 men and then 9,
sometimes that drives a team on
but I thought we controlled the
game well at that point, and could
easily have added more to the
score line. 
The support was fantastic and really helped to drive the players on, hopefully the fans are
being entertained with the football we are now playing. Saturday will be a tough game,
Goddy have improved from the last time we played them and will probably be the hardest
game yet, if we have the same focus and attitude as last night we should do well!

44 games to go and already every point will be crucial if we are to challenge this season, as
there are several other strong sides.”
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